Company Spec Sheet

Company name: Electronic Gills
School name: My Ideal School Tunisia
State: Nabeul, Tunisia
- 8139 Km from International competition
Established 2018
Regional ROV winners 2018, 2019
Arab competition ROV winners 2018

Team members: (Name/Role/Grade)

- Mr Issam Hajji: Mentor
- Mr Saif Hazgui: Mentor
- Selim Makni: CEO, 11th grade
- Khalil Selmane: Safety Officer, 10th grade
- Khalil Mattar: CTO, 10th grade
- Yasmine Kerkeny: Marketing Officer, 10th grade
- Abdelrahmen Naili: Software Officer, 10th grade
- Youssef Zgoli: CFO, 10th grade
- Hedi Chateur: Pilot, 9th grade
- Aziz Boufaied: Co-Pilot, 10th grade
- Omar Bennani: Mechanical crew, 10th grade
- Malek Bachrouch: Mechanical crew, 10th grade
- Yassine Turki: Mechanical crew, 10th grade
- Bilel Bouziri: Electrical crew, 10th grade

ROV Specs

Name: OXOMLS <Operator X on mission to get the lake saved>
Total Cost: 661$
Weight: 14.90 kg in air
Schedule: 320h: preparation phase/484h: Planification phase/696h: Managing phase/24h: Assessment/1524h: Total hours
Special Features:
Safety features: 12V/20A fuse/thicker cables/O-Rings sealing/ROV rises upwards in